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For Father's Day, Ashley Burns honors his dad,famous
father/son combos and, of course, the Olsen twins.

RESPECT

- SEE SPORTS, A6

.PERFECT

LesSundra Ford is the first UCF women's track and field
athlete to compete at the NCAA Championships.
- SEE SPORTS, A6
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Intefnal bickering over invited speakerleads to finger-pointing in SGA
'

'

'

J

I

funds to cover expenses for an coordinator of UCF Victim observe the outcomes of drug
Managing Editor
Oct. 27 visit to UCF by Paul Services, both wrote letters to use as a tool ill the assault of
Chabot, a speaker on GHB and the Senate seekihg support for women attending this school,"
What started out as a substance abuse.
the bill. Each referenced ·· Mouton wrote. "I know from
straightforward bill requesting ·
Sean Lavin, vice chairman Chqbot's problem with drugs experience that many of our
funding to bring a substance- of the Senate's · Conference, early in his life, his clean living clients have been victimized in
abuse expert to campus has Registration and Travel Com- ·· after a period of rehab at the this manner."
erupted into a name-calling, mittee, sponsored the expense age of 12, and his record for
Williams exi)ressed similar
finger-pointing issue in the request and brought it to the public service and law enforce- sentiments. She wrote, "This is
SGA Senate.
Senate Thursday. Ashley ment since theri.
a current trend on our campus
The Greek Council had Brooke Willianis, the coordinaBoth letters also referenced that needs the type of attentfon
'r.equested $3,000 froni the Sen- tor of REACH Peer Education, the need that UCF had for such and reality-based testimony
ate's Activity and Service Fee and Christine M. Mouton, a speaker. "I am in a position to that Mr. Chabot can provide." .

HEIDI A. DE VR'IES

..

1.

The Greek Council, in particular the Pan Hellenic Conference, agreed to contribute
$800 toward the cost of advertising for ·the event, which
would be open to all students ·
at UCF. Jordaria Labson, the
treasurer of Pan Hellenic, has
heard Chabot speak and told
senators that he "doesn't lecture as an authoritative figure
... his presentation helps you to ·
really evaluate your own

behavior," and called him "very
influential."
Evan Rosenberg, chairman
of the Legislative and Judicial
Rules Committee, introduced
an amendment to trim the Senate's contribution from $3;000
to $2,500. "We should start
being fiscally conservative now .
... I wholeheartedly support
this speaker but Greek CounPLEASE SEE

LAVIN ON A4

'Rally Against Rummy' at City Hall
Afew loud voices call for ouster

of Bush's defense. secretary ·
KATE HOWELL
StaffWriter

•

'
Nearly 50 people, including UCF students, gathered
outside of Orlando's City HaU Satlirday to "E.ally
Against Rummy." UCF student Matt DeVlieger organized<l:he event to demand President Bush fire his embattled defense secretary, Donhld Rumsfeld.
"[It's] appropriate to express outrage at this quality of
leadership,'' said Beth Hollenbeck.
Many of the activists, including Jim Ford, feel that
both Bush and Rumsfeld are respomsible. Ford stated
that Bush and Rumsfeld, "knew exac~y what was going
on [with the rraqi prisoner abuse s~andal]." He condemned the government's refusal to release a memo
.that allegedly proves Bush and Rumsfeld's guilt, joining
his fellow protesters to chant, "Release the Memo!"
Many protesters point to the .recent abuses at Abu
Ghraib prison as justone reason for Rumsfeld to resign.
Sentiment against Rumsfeld and to a lesser extent Bush
has been brewing since the original release of graphic
photographs depicting the physical and sexual abuse
and denigration of Iraqi inmates perpetuated by Ameri. can soldiers in the U.S.-run Iraqi prison Abu Ghraib
early last May.
Though legal proceedings have begun for seven low-·
ranking soldiers, it is thought by armed forces authori. ties that the ·responsibility does~'t end with just those
individuals.
Finding fault is not the. only problem that faces the
American campaign in Iraq. With each nugget of information that emerges from behind the walls of Abu
Ghraib the Iraqi population becomes less confident in
the motives of the United States, said Adel ·Abdul- ·
PLEASE SEE

Get your
flight on
ch~ap
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UCF students gather outside Orlando City Hall to protest Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld and call for his resignation because of his connection to the recent Iraqi prison abuse scandal.

that can be filledY Underbooked
flights costs the company potential .
earnings, and since students using :Xfares must wait until the final call
before they're given permission to
board, AirTran is not losing out by ,
offering these deals. Ale said, "These
are seats that aren't going to be used
anyway."
· The standby airline ticket is $55 for
each segment, which is a coml:>ination

MONICA PANAKOS
Staff Writer

,..
..

With the recent surge in gas prices,
penny-pinched students haven't been
the only ones suffering - airlines
have also struggled and therefore
· raised ticket prices to compensate for
fuel costs. Continental recently added
a $20 to $40 fuel surcharge on each
round-trip ticket and other airlines
are doing the same. This means that
fat students traveling this summer,
· · bargains could be harder to find.
AirTran Airways, America's second largest low-fare carrier, may have
a solution. Their X-fares standby program, named after Generation X and
begun in 1998, offers a discount for
students 18-22 years old.
Rebekah Ale, a former
AirTran marketing spedalist, said that the airline
created the X-fares pro· because
gram
"there's
capacity

~following Web sites may be helpful to
srodents who ~k .travel discounts: • ··
isic.org: lntemational·,Siudent Identification.
c.ard (ISIC) lmpo,rtant to have wheo tr<weling
internationally
· "
http://wwW.airtran.com: Provides detailed
inforlliaJion about Ai.rTran's student discount
stand-by program
http:tJwww.stafravel.com: l~formatron about
int~ational student travel
http:/ttravel.state:gov/studentinfoJittnl:
Government tipsfor safe student international
travel
of one takeoff and one landing~
Therefore, a student must fly directly
with no layovers to pay just $55 oneway, since each layover is counted as
one segment. In total, each
segment
costs
$65
about
including
taxes. Al,l 44
domestic
cities where
AirTran con- .

1

...
,i;

r ·'

are

nects
eligible for the X-fares pro.
gram.
Judy Graham-Weaver, AirTran's
public relations manager, stresses the
importance of choosing a back-up
flight in case the standby flight is full,
especially during peak times. Many
factors go into successfully catching a
standby flight. She said to be aware of
popular destinations, the time of the
flight, the day of the week, and the
time of the year.
X-fares helps cash-strapped students wl).ile also.familiarizing them
with AirTran's operations. "We are
able to create a loyal base of customers because of this program," Ale
said. "I don't know of any other. airlines that have programs like this."
Graham-Weaver encourages students to benefit from the program.
"Give it a try," she said. "It's certainly
a· great deal-to fly throughout the
country for a very little amount of
money." ,
More information is available on ·
AirTran's Web site at http:// www.air-·
.~an.com/specials/xfares/index.jsp.
Other airlines are implementing .
more unusual tactics. In June, Delta's
low fare carrier Song will be giving
· away free tickets to passengers who
are nice to one another. By assisting·a
flight attendant or helping a fellow
passenger with his or her luggage, the
customer could win one of the 5,000
round-trip ticke.t s that will be distributed for redemption in September
and November. Delta is hoping to create loyal customers with
PLEASESEE
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Small class·cut while
big·classes rewarded
.

I

.

Business course is latest .
victim of tight spending
ANDRES HEALY & ADAM GARDNER
News Editor &ContributingWriter

The College of Business Administration will lose yet another specialized .class this year as the Student
Managed Portfolio program bites the
dust.
For many students. the loss of
such classes - which provide handson learning experiences in small class
envrronments - is becoming adisturbing trend at UCF. As the university grows larger and larger, many
find · that the programs that drew
them here in the first place are the
first to get axed.
"It is worth noting that a few years
ago, the Department of Finance had
three elite undergraduate programs
that provided special, real-world ·
experiences for students: IB 2000
(international trade), the financial
consulting class (project finance) •and
the SMP program (portfolio management)," wrote · Jim Gilkeson, who
founded and taught the SMP pro- ·
gram, in an e-mail. ''.At the end of this
semester, none will be left."
. "The idea that you will have any
kind of one-on-one time with your
professors is going out the door," he
later added.
Gilkeson recently chose to stop
.teaching the SMP program, saying
that he felt the program was being '
used to "harm me professionally and ·
financially."
He says a new merit pay system is
the root of the problem.

.

"During the past year, . Dean
[Thomas] Kean of the College of
Business Administration implemented a new 'merit' pay system that
deeply penalized professors who
taught small classes," wrote Gilkeson.
"This meant that despite having
among the highest evaluations in the
Department of Finance in teaching,
in research and in service, I was
passed over for a raise because I didn't 'produce' enough student credit
hours."
He later added, "Basically I would
never have gotten a real raise because
of the merit system, which is based
on the number of students.I teach. I
got killed by that. It's like telling faculty that you are teaching at McDonald's - it's not about quality, it's .
about servicing the most numbers." ·
He added that to his knowledge ·
the college plans to use this merit systern "for the indefinite future." ·
In response to these allegations,
Kean said that he could not comment
directly on the m~rit system because
of a related Unfair Labor Practice petition filed by the faculty union. .
He would only say that UCF has .
liad the Teacher Incentive Program,
or TIP, for several years. The TIP
program deals heavily with credit
hour production in bestowing raises
among faculty. To be eligible; professors must teach more credit hours
than half of the faculty in their
respective departments.
Kean also pointed out that while a
professor can choose not .t o teach a
class, the blame for the SMP program's removal rests solely on Gilkeson's shoulders. He said that Gilkeson
PLEASE SEE
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Attention future lawyers .
A Law School Admissions
rest preparation course will be
held from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
· Friday at the University Tech
Center, Suite 390. The course is
planned for those taking the
Blackstone UCF LSAT Prep
Program, which begins on June
24 and goes through July 22,
with a practice test on July 19.
The class will meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 6
p.m. to 10 p.m. and will prepare
participants for the LSAT exam
with five actual LSAT exams.
The course costs $595.
Call the office of Continuing
Education at 407-882-0260 or
visit http://www.ce.ucf.edu/
pc_course.asp?prog=22
for
more information.

The brain, Igor
David A. Sousa's book,
"How the Brain Learns," will be
the focus of a presentation on
better teaching practices. The
Faculty Center for Teaching
and Learning will host the program at 2 p.m. on Monday in
Classroom Building I, Room
207.
The program will integrate
recent findings on how the
brain absorbs information and
how to teach more effectively.
Call Eric Main at 407-8233544 for more information.

it'~li~ ,

.

To Your Health
NASEEM SQWTI
Staff Writer

Staff Writer

China could be to blame for
construction delays on campus that have given the UCF
nickname "Under Construction Forever" new iegitimacy.
A worldwide concrete ·
shortage is delaying projects
around the nation as construction workers sit around with
little to do.
Margaret Mixon, design
project manager for UCF's
Office o( Facilities Planning,
said that while the Master Plan
shouldn't be affected, many of
the school's building projects
. are feeling the concrete
crunch.
"I ~ experiencing higher
prices for the material for·my
Student Health Center project,
which is negatively impacting
my budget,'' she said. "This
means we are able to afford
less with regard to other parts
of the project because we are
having to pay a premium for
the concrete.
The shortage is blamed on
several factors. China's booming economy and related construction is absorbing a dispro-

Sleep: Is less really more? ·

"Building
projeds could
be affected.
should the
shortage keep
up."

•

.

-~/~.
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portionate amount of concrete
worldwide.
Subsequently,
China's
demand ~s overburdening
shipping companies, causing a
sharp rise in the price of raw
materials and cost to ship.
As of May 26, UCF ~d 80
construction projects in
progress with a combined cost
of more than $491 million,
according to the Office of
Facilities Planning. The projects include the Student Support Center and the extension
to the Student Union.

Construction at the Student Union continues on dispite the concrete shortage.

Still, some projects won't be .
affected by the crunch. Edward
Luther, assistant director of the
Student Union, said the
union's construction projects
- including the office expansion and the Student Center
Multipurpose Room - won't
be affected.
"These projects are not
being greatly hindered at this
point by the shortage due to
the fact that they are working
on a lot of electrical and

mechanical needs of the facilities,'' he said. "These structures are not brand new, so the
amount of concrete needed is
minimal."

Currently, Florida produces
only 60 percent of its own concrete, importing the remaining
40 percent from Greece, Nor·
way and parts of Asia. The
state consumes almost 10 million tons annually; an amount
surpassed only by California
·
and Texas.

Police Beat

Basketball player arrested in seat-belt bust
I

HEIDI A. DE VRIES
Managing Editor

,

Ever notice that most col-~
lege students ·s eem to be a lit; ·
tlel sleepy? Most can slip into
dream.world at tlleir desks, in
their cars and sometimes into.
their bre.a kfast. Still, sleep is'
one of the few luxuries most~
college students feel · they 1
can't get enough of. So while
many, healdi experts recom-;.
menq' eight ho~rs of sleep a:
night for optimum health and,
performance, for some, it's~ .
just not an option. After all,,:
who has time for eight hotU"S',
~
· of sleep?
Thankfully,·it turns out that~
not everyone needs to sleep~
for eight hours a night. "Every;
individual has a different•
requirement for sleep. There,
are short 'Sleepers and long:
sleepers,'' said Dr. Harbinder:,
· Ghulldu, the medical djrec~or::
of the Universal Sleep Disor:~
der Center in Orlando. ·
· ..
He explained that long.,:
• sleepers need more sleep hr:
nature, and short sleepers,.
need less of it. It is the individ-•..
ual's internal cycle that deter-·
mines one's need for sleep. A..
new study shows that 'early~
bird' and 'night owl' sleep pat.~! .
terns have genetic founda~:
it-1
tions as well.
•!:
According to Dr. Ghulldu,~
if a student has to sleep less•
due to certain circumstance,!·
e.g. final exams, they are not,
causing any harm to theni-;
selves, as long as the sleep~
deprivation is for a temporary;
period. "Sleep deprivation for!
a while is actually- o~:,
because a little anxiety:
enhances your performance,":
he said. However, he cau'":·
tioned that long-term sleep:•
deprivation can cut normal!.
cognitive abilities.
•• · · •
Over time, researchers~
hav,e proved that long-tei:m;
sleep deprivation can alter;·
metabolic functions and stim'.-.:
ulate effects of aging.
:. ;
Too much sleep can also:
have adverse effects on mind~
and body. New research:
shows that too much sleep c;;IDi
actually cause as many sleep:
problems as too little, leading~
to restless nights and fatigue.- t
Finding the "just right''"!
zone for sleep is one of the >
keys to getting the best night's1'·
rest. "Having a fixed wake-up!'
t ime carries you far. It' is!.
important to maintain a fixed~.
sleep cycle," Ghulldu saiq.i
"You have a tendency to tumi.
off the alarm and go back to·
sleep, but you need to get up >
right then,'' he added.
, ;•
A good night's sleep is-::
more tha.n just resting th~~!
body- it's actually needed by;~
the brain. A new study pu~~ ~
lished this month in the ~
Nature journal shows that :,
parts of the brain are hard afr
work during sleep.
·~
The discovery shows that?
' sleep is valuable for consoli: ;'
·dating new informatioµ and i$~
not simply a standby mode for~
the body. Local brain process~ ~
ing during the night leads t0 t
new skills being more firmly•
cemented, according to thi$!
research.
•;
The mystery of sleep still~
remains one of the biggest ~
open questions in biology but"still, there is no question that~
all creatures, great and small,••..
need sleep.
-. : ~

- MARGARET MIXON
DESIGN PROJECT MANAGER,
UCF OFFICE OF FACILITIES PLANNING

An interview can make or

·

I

'

KATE HOWELL

Snag the job
break the search for the perfect
job. The Career Resource Center will help students discover
what makes a great interview
- from dressing for success to
researching companies and
from knowing the competition
to negotiating for salaries.
Frequently asked questions
will also be addressed during
the workshop, which takes
place at 10:30 a.m. on Tuesday
in the Student Resource Center
Rooml85C.

'I'
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Concrete:·a rare ·comtnodity

Arolllld Campus

'

ticket, and put his hands behind his back. .
When Jenkins tried to put the handcuffs
on again. Ross struggled. Jenkins had to
pull out his taser again. and then ask Cpl.
Dale Dennany to keep the taser on him
so that he could be handcuffed.
Williams was given a ticket for allowing an unauthorized person to drive.
On the way to the UCF Police Department, Hatton told Jenkins that bis parents were in the military and th.a t he
wished the officer was in Iraq so he
would be killed. Hatton also called Jenkins an "Uncle Tom Spanish cop" and saidthat ·he was racist, according to the
police report.

Go Speed Racer ... to jail

1

On his way back to UCF from the
Orange County Central Booking office,
UCF Officer Miµfo Jenkins saw a white
Chrysler speeding along Econlockhatch- ·
ee Trail around 3 a.m. on May 28. The
driver, according to police reports, was
weaving on the road at over 100 mph.
Jenkins confirmed with the Orange
County Sheriff's Office to make sure he
had authority to stop the vehicle, and
then did so. Officer Don'ald Massey
joined Jenkins at the Mobil gas station
where the car had been pulled over.
Massey approached the driver, 31-yearold Edwin Sanchez. According to the
police report, Sanchez's eyes were
watery; glassy, red and bloodshot and he
smelled strongly of alcohol. Massey performed the field sobriety tests, and arrested Sanch~z for driving under the influence:'" ·• r.,- .. . '"'-.
~"*"'Liter, at ih~"c)ral].ge County Dul Testing Center, breath tests confirmed a
.092/.0~l blood alcohol level, according to
the police· teport.
·
" ·.
.·
.· >,

Three men in a gray sedan were backing out of a parking spot in Pegasus
Landing around 9 p.ni. on June 4. UCF
. Pol~ce Officer Mario Jenkins ~
noticed th.at none of them. ~
were wearmg seat belts. He ·1~-D
followed the car as it drove '#fft1{!))1J:,,11
!o another apart;ment build- '{f/l(f{,?1/$1
mg and pulled mto another
"JV,~;,
Trio of exhibits
parking space, noticing that
There will be three exhibits
there was no license plate attached to the
in the UCF Library during June.
vehicle.
"Haiti: Legacy of Spirit" is a
Joseph Hatton, the 22-year-old driver
collection by. Carla Summers,
of
the
vehicle, tried to get out, but Jenkhead of the Special Collections
·Handicapped space parker busted
ins told him to stay where he was.
at the library. Also, there will be
Officer Donald Massey :was patrolling
A
passenger,
Bernard
Williams,
told
"Connecting the Community:
the
Pegasus Pointe apartment complex
the
officer
that
the
car
belonged
to
his
Brown v. Board of Education,"
~other. Jenkins asked Hatton ifhe had a when he noticed Allen Sutton's silver
by Carole Hinshaw, oL!lefer- ·
ence Services and John Schell • driver's license, registration and proof of Kia blocking a handicappeq parking,f
insurance. Williams handed over an space at 3:21 a.m. on May 27. Massey
of the Office of Undergraduate
expired
registration and an insurance approached the vehicle and spoke to
Studies. There will also be
'
form.
Jenkins
again asked for the driver's Sutton, who was in the car.
work from students .in the UCF
Massey smelled a strong odor {)f m¥~
;-license, and Hatton replied that it was in
Book Arts Program..
.
ijuana from the car, according.Jo the
his apartment;
·
The exhibits are on th'e main .
Jenkins asked the passengers, police report, and asked Sutton for his Stopping at UCFfQr'a snack
floor of the library. Call 407A man walking around the John T.
Williams and UCF basketball player driver's license, registration and proof of
823-2756 for more information.
Robert Ross; for their driver's licenses. insurance. Sutton handed over all of the Washington Center at midnight on May
Ross said he didn't have his, but items, and explained to the officer that 28 caught Officer Mario Jenkins' attenPermanent street dosings
he was waiting for his girlfriend.
tion.. As soon as the man saw the police
Williams handed his over.
Starting today, Central Florithat
21-year-old
Sutton
car,
he spun around and walked toward
Massey
said
Hatton
and
Ross
were
asked
to
Both
da Boulevard will be closed
write down their names and dates of had a strong odor of alcohol on his Colboum Hall.
from Gemini Boulevard to
Jenkins follo~ed the man, but the man
birth so Jenkins could look up their breath and his eyes were watery; glassy;
Aries drive adjacent to the new
information. Hatton wrote his date of red and bloodshot. Massey performed a wouldn't look at the officer. Jenkins asked
. Student Support Center.
birth as Feb. 9, 1981. When Jenkins called series of sobriety tests and then arrested the man if he could talk to him. The man
An alternate route to Milliresponded, "Oh s**t," according to the
UCF communications, they told him Sutton for driving under the influence.
can Hall from Central Florida
Massey also called Cpl. Dale Den- police report.
there was a Joseph Hatton who was born
Boulevard includes turning left
The man, Jason Turnbull, was ask~d if
Feb. 9, 1982. Jenkins asked Hatton's date nany, whose police dog, Bailey, did an
on Andromeda West, then
exterior
sniff
of
the
car.
Bailey
indi~ated
he
had seen anybody meeting the
of
birth
again.
and
he
said
1981.
turning right on Gemini BouleJenkins arrested Hatton for driving that a search of the c~ was warranted, description of three white males wanted
vard. The road closures are
with a suspended license - five instances and when the car was searched a glass for vending machine burglaries. Turnbull,
permanent and are a part of
of not 'paying traffic fmes . and two jar about one inch long was found with a 22, said he hadn't seen the meri described,
realignments to Gemini Boulegreen plant inside. Dennany said in the but wouldn't look at Jenkins during the
instances of driving with an expired tag vard.
.
police
report that he also smelled mari- conversation: Jenkins noticed the man
and
for
obstruction
for
false
information.
Call Facilities Planning at
· Ross was written a ticket for not juana from the car, .but the contents of was carrying what later counted up to be
407-823-0216 for more informawearing a seat belt, but he refused to sign the jar were not tested: it was prepared. · 16 small bags of chips and other snacks.
tion.
Turnbull was asked if he had identifi. '
it. Jenkins warned him that not signing for destruction.
Massey, upon finding out that ·Sutton cation, to which he replied, ''unfortunatethe ticket would cause him to be arrested. Ross still refused, then struggled as had tested for a .025 blood alcohol level, ly, yes." Jenkins ran the ID and learned
Jenkins tried to put the handcuffs on ·wrote that he believes Sutton had been that the defendant had previously been
under the influence of drugs because his stopped and told on Aug. 18, 2003, not to
him, according to the police records.
field sobriety tests had indicated signifi- come back to campus. He was arrested
Jenkins
1
took
out
his
taser
and
pointed
The Future wants to hear
for trespassing.
it at Ross. Ross said he would sign the cant impairment.
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
:~
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
June 16, 2004 • volume 36, issue 66 • 12 Pages
; :·
column, send a fax to 407-447~'1
~4'.
4''1
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•
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~
'
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103 OFF
w/UCF ID

OPEN 7 DAYS
MON · THURS I lam· IOpm

FRI 11 am - 11 pm

Dine In • Take Out • Delivery • Catering

11

~~~ 4;::9~~m

MATTRESS SOLD IN SETS
TWIN

FULL

QUEEN

KING

.

s35~. s39~ 549~ sgg~
Mattresses sold separately at similar saving

7 Alafaya Woods, Ste 1000, Oviedo: -

lunch in~nu ~vai!~bl~ ·
1tax 407-706-0256 : •
r-~---------T~----------T-----------~

407-706-021
: 2 LARGE :2 MEDIUM:· 1 ~~E;/~EN~E : CHEESE PIZZAS : CHEESE P,IZZAS

$15 99

I

I

•

I

I

I
Toppings $1.50
I
I addltlonal each pizza I

I

$13 99 :

TOPPING & 1 o

WINGS(orKNOTS)
1
& 2 LITE!t SODA

•

Ad d $1 .25 f or each
topping - e a ch pizza

I
I

$1 5 95
•

I •

:·
j
1"
I

SATURDAY ~-(I"

.. - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - I
I

1 MEDIUM CHEESE

PIZZA w / ONE
:
TOPPING & 10
1 WINGS (or KNOTS)
1
& 2 LITER SODA

I
I

:
1

1

2 MEDIUM
CHEESE PIZZAS
w / ONE TOPPING
& GARLIC KNOTS
& 2 LITER SODA

I
I

I
:

SPECIAL

$ 99 SLICE r '
•
::
1
: 11 00~~;~~~~ 0NLY :. ;

: =
$1
3.95 : $19.99
=========:--.:--_-:_-___________..._~----=--:..-:..-:.-:.-:.-:.-.:.-:. ~: ,' •
~ !~~~L_':: ~~~~~ ~~:~~
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NO CHECKS
•
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Lavin:· Bill was· Changing of the tide in Senate
cut maliciously

to what is currently 12 open seats four
in the College ofArts and Sciences,
Managing 'Editor
two iri the College of Business, one for
the Brefard campus, two in the College,
The SGA Senate on Thursday of Education, one from the College of
approved a $1,800 conference, saw a Engineering and Computer Science and
few of its members gain a position in tw9 from the College of Health and
the SGA Executive Cabinet and laid out Public Affairs.
a financial plan for the rest of the year.
The remaining senators also con- ·
Nine members of the National Asso- firmed three new members into the
ciation of Black Accountants received Senate: Jacob Auerback' of the College
funding to attend their annual confer- of Arts and Sciences, Brooks Brickell of
ence, .being held here in Orlando. the College of Business, Kristina DoneThough Evan Rosenberg chairman of gan of the College of Arts and Sciences
. the Legislation,and Judicial Rules Com- · . arid Mark White from the College of
inittee tried to reduce the bill from Engineering.
$1,800 to $1,350, citing a . "budget·
Senators also discussed a working
crunch," the Senate decided to give the fund schedule, which would allow them
club the full amount for the conference. to budge~ the Activity and Service Fee
Sen. C. Hunter Singh thanked the club, funds they distribute throughout the
"for coming through with Such a legiti- year. The bill allows the S~nate to spend
mate request." The final vote was 26-10. · up to 10 percent of the Senate Working
· Additionally, several members of the Fund by the end of the summer semesSenate were granted P,Ositions in the , ters, up to 70 percent of the fund by the
Executive Cabinet of SGA President end of fall, and allows all the remaining
Kevin Peters and Vice President Willie . money to be sp~nt in the spring semesBentley.
ter.
Teresa-Raines is the new director of
Any expense that would push the '
housing and. transportation, Jennifer . budget past the allotted. arµowit would
·Helinan is now the director of universi~ take a three-fourths vote to pass, instead
ty relations and Kelly Morell was con- of .the usual simple majority. SGA
firmed as the director of community · Comptroll,er Nick Merolle said that he
relations.
was "glad that this is being' done this
Several other students resigned from year:• and approved the recommended
their positions.in the Senate. AJ. Ansari, schedule as a: financially responsible
_Amy Ridge and Kevin Buck left, adding pudget for the Senate to .w ork through.
"

HEIDI A; DE VRIES

FROM Al .

ell's funding has doubled and I think they
could contribute a little more," he said.
· Rosenberg ,referenced a "budget
crunch" the Senate was going through:
Lavin argued that the Senate was not
going through a budget crunch - not.one
cent from the $40,000.budget for speak- .
ers has been allocated yet, and last year
finished with unused money in the same·
account.
Regardless, the Senate voted 21-13 for
. the $500 slash. The bill was accepted in
its altei:ed state, 34-1. On June 24, the Senate will vote for the final time on the bill.
Lavin said he is going to ask that the
Senate raise its contribution for the
~ speaker to $2,800 next we~k. "It's a sad
thing that UCF [REACH and Victim's
Services] are behind,this 100 percent, but
SGA isn't ... We had the chance to provide
a life-changing service to the students,
but instead we shortchanged them by
offering,less than full support," he said.
Lavin is suspicious that SGA Comptroller Nick Merolle, a former senator, is
behind the cut in funding. "I can understand if the reasons were legitimate, but
the reason it was cut was because Merolle
is mad at ... me, and I think,it's a shame
considering the gravity of the. issue we
are dealing with concerning this bill."
Lavin thinks Merolle may have asked senators to vote again~t the bill.
' Rosenberg, who proposed the cut, said
he did it because he's trying to be fiscally
conservative. l;le points out that he proposed cuts to the ·other bill tlie Senate
considered ·that night. "I did that of my
own free·will ... [Merolle] and I never dis. cussed the Paul Chabot bill." ·
Lavin said he thinks Merolle is upset
about how the bill was presented in Senate. The bill is being presented during ·
summer semester, and the event isn't.tak-

'ing place until the end of October. Lavin threat, according to Lavin. "There was
said that Merolle pressured his fraternity · yelling in the Senate workroom and•at ~
brothers on ·the committee that first couple times, Merolle suggested the argureviewed the bill to vote to kill it. Senator ment get physical by·tauntfug me to box
Pro Tempor~ Micliael Pascucci dj.d make in order to settle it ... I actually felt physithat motion,1though the bill later passed . cally threatened by the way he was intimunanimously through the Financial Allo- idating me over a bill," Lavin said.
cations for Organiz.a tions Committee
. Merolle later said, "It was not a threat." ·
after SGA Vice Presid~nt Willie Bentley He said he had nothing to do with the bill
spoke in favor of the bill.
being cut.down, and said he had n<;> opinThe bill came do.wn to a physical ion on the bill itself.

-.

Efforts to keep program.alive eventually run out
FROM Al

program will come back. He
explain~d that it was he who
decided not fo teach the class first introduced the idea of the
so late that the college didn't SMP program to UCF, based
have time to find a replace- on what he saw at a nationai
ment.
accreditation meeting.
"Classes are scheduled
"The idea came from what
about nine months · in was - being done at other
advance," he said. "The prob-' schools, but it was my efforts to ·
lem: we had this year is that we get it started here and my willare a bit shorthanded and did- ingness to support a smalln't have the extra people avail.: sized class that allowed UCF
able to pick up the class." ·
students to benefit from the
According to Gilkeson,. program," he said.
that's just not true.
Gilkeson disagrees with
'
. He says he talked to Antho- much of that.
.ny Byrd, his department chair"[Keon] must have a. very
man, last October about dis- different memory of the pro1. continuing the program and
gram than I do," he said.
that it wasn't until he sent a let- "While he didn't block the proter to Provpst Terry Hickey gram's inception, he didn't do
that the college made any much to get it started. It was an
effort to keep the program run- effort between John Cheney,
ning.
the old department chaµ-, and
· In fact, GilKesori says that I."
Byrd's advice to him was to
He explained, "It didn't cost
drop the program. "His· final the college a cent to start this
response to me - and I'll program. I went to the [UCF]
never forget it - was that if I Foundation to convince ·them
was you Jim, I'd stop doing the to let students manage some
program," he said.
funds on my own time. In a
Nevertheless, Keon says the way, this program was like my

Ask

a doc
MAUREEN HARMON-SHAEFER
ARNP
.
. UCF Health Servkes

My friends have been talking
about bacterial vaginosis. Can
· you tell me more about this vaginal infection? Is this infection
the same as a yeast infection?

You are correct. Unfortu·nately, we see many women at
the Student Health Center for
bacterial vaginosis. It truly is a
nuisance for many of our
:.. female students.
. Bacterial vagfuosis (BV) is
considered the most cominon
vaginal infection among
. women in their childbearing
years. It is often confused with
the less prevalent, yet quite
common, yeast infection. Incidentally, a yeast infection is
fungal in origin and may be
called monilia or candida by
your health care provider.
,.
.The exact cause of BV is
'· unknown. Howe:ver, what is

baby."
. for other things. If your goal is
The program itself allowed just to develop larger classes, I
undergraduate students to .don't see how we are going to
actively manage a $200,000 . build our business school."
·
portfolio that was the property ·
In any case, Keon says that
of the UCF Foundation. This while it's too late to plan for the
portfolio consisted of diversi- . two-semester program t_o confied domestic stocks that were tinue this year, he plans to have
traded ·on the major stock it reappear in the fall of 2006, ·
exchanges.
provided they can find a
The first class began in the teacher.
. ·
fall of 2000,and later, the team ,
According to Gilkeson, that
of students making up the SMP may be harder than it sounds.
program became an. official . "They haven't been able to find
school organization and regis- someone to do it because 'it's a
tered with the Office of Stu- hell of a lot of work,- and they
dent Activiti~s further just told everybody that' they
extending the abilities of this wouldn't be rewarded for
group of students.
doing it,'.' he said.
Gilkeson says that he
He pointed .out that most
applauds the provost's interest prbfessors are assigned to par.in service learning - not just ticular classes, making a merit
sitting around making photo- system based on credit-hour
copies but actually doing production particularly Unfair. ·
·something.
"Nothing says '~ love you'
"But those are going to be like cash, and it doesn't sit weli
expensive programs," Gilkeson with me when they assign
added. "[UCF] has gotten too · some people to teach small
used to cramming 300 kids in a cl~ses and some to big classes
l,ecture hall. · There ·may be and then give raises to only
some value to that, but only if those assigned to big classes,"
those. savings are used to pay he said.
·
·

known is that. the vagina sud- . · This happens when the deldenly teeters out of balance. icate balance of the vagina is
You may ask, "Why does this disrupted when semen or vagihappen?" Well, within the vagi'.. nal secretions related to sexual
na, there :;rre "friendly" baateria ~citation change the pH of the
called lact_pbacilli, which pro- vagina, making it more alkaduce · hydrogen peroxide. line. Remember, the vagina
Hydrogen peroxide promotes maintains balance when it is
and maintains the acidity of the acidic.
vagina. This keeps the vagina _ Other things that can disin balance and prevents rupt this delicate balance in the
"unfriendly" organisms from vagina of some·.women are:
· overproducing · and subse- hormonal fluctuations, menstruation, hormonal contraquently causing an infection.
BV develops when the ceptjves, estrogen-deficient
"friendly" lactobacilli are states, douching, bubble baths,
dimµiished, creating an alka- tampons and fem.injne hygiene
line environment. This allows products, spermicides, infectthe "unfriendly" bacteria to ed sex toys, highly chlorinated
water; anal sex, se:Xually transdominate.
FiftY . percent of women mitted infections and smoking.
Other BV promoters are
never experience any symptoms. If a woman does develop new sexual partners ·and oral
symptoms, she usually com- sex. Lesbian women tend to
plains of a thin, white vaginal have an increased risk for BV,
discharge with a characteristic usually due to an infected sex
. unpleasant, fishy odor. Some . toy or partner.
Recurrence after treatment
women do not recognize this
embarrass~g , odor. Others
is co~on. In fact, 25 percent
state that their partner had to 30 percent of'women will
redevelop it within four to six·
noticed an odor.
This ''fishy" odor is espe- weeks, while 70 percent will
within
three
cially. obvious when a woman · redevelop
has sex or is around menstrua- months.
tion. Some women may comThe exact cal,lse of recur. plain of mild genital itching. rence is unclear. However, perHowever, itching, irritation sistence
of
opportune
· and redness of the genitals are ''unfriendly" bacteria and failnot common symptoms of BV. ure of the lactobacilli to recoloThey do often occur with yeast nize and maintain the balance
infections though.
has been suggested. Other facBV is not sexually transmit- tors may be inadequate treatted, but can be sexually associ- ment or some other unidentiated. BV is also associated with fied factor.
· Jlaving multiple sexual partBV is usually treated with
~e'.W and frequent sexual activ- oral or~ antibiotics. The
ity.
antibiotit:s Metronidozole and

Clindamycin effectively treat
BV. The length. of treatment
depends on which regime is
selected.
Hopefully in the not too d,istant (uture, there- will be an
inexpensive med_ication that
can easily return the vagina to
its norm.al acidic balance and
not create the uncomfortable
side ·effects that some women·
experience. Alternative treat.,
ment regimes have not proven
especially effective in prevent- ·
ing reoccurreri.ce.
Unfortunately, BV may
cause pelvic inflammatory disease, recurrent cystitis and
inflimmation of. the cervix.
Abnormal pap smear results
and post surgical gynocological infections may ~so occur in
some women. BV also may
cause a variety of obstetrical
complications. · .
As you can see, BV can be
qui~e a problem for women
especially if it reoccurs like it
does in so many women. Occasionally other sexually transmitted infections co-exist with .
BV. .T hose infectiOns include
·g onorrhea, trichomonas and
mv. If a woman is at risk for
these infections, her health
care ·provider should screen
her. Yeast infections may
develop sutisequent l o antibh
otic use.
,
It is important for a woman
to seek treatment if she notices
any of the described symptoms
and we welcome all women to
the Student Health Center for
evaluation and further discussion o.f this co~o:o. vaginal
problem.
·

"Real Philly People making real Philly cheesestealcs"
Steaks• Hoagies •Friis• Salads• Kids Meals

check .
1.0%. ·offwithentire
this coupon
www.fom~usphils.com

407-67-STEAK

WE ·Deliver!
7542 Uoiver;tty.Blvd

On the corner of Unlverslt and Goldenrod In the UnlGold Sho

·soUPOR

SPECIAL
LUNCH
MENU

APPETIZER
&ENTREE

CHOICE OF ONE:

· Wonton Soup ,
(stuffed with chicken & snrimp)

or
Pan-Fried Chicken Dwnplings

or
Small Mixed Salad .

CHOICE OF ONE ENTREE:

~!~J?el,~!~~

Sauteed
onions:
bell peppers In. Thal yellow c11fry cream
sauce and bedded°'' angel hair noodles.

o:r
Catfish Filet with
Black Bean Sauce

·Golden brown catfish ftlet served with
house black bean sauce.

863 N. Alafaya Trail
Waterford Lakes Tmrn <:enter

407-382-8201

or

Alligator Garlic

.

Stir-fried sllce'd alligator meat; onions,
baby com, snow peas, bell peppers tvtth
That garlic sauce.

Critic ~s Choice
BEST THAI RESTAURANT
- Scott Joseph. O rlando Sentinel
Foodie Award 2003
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~ Mahdi, a key Shiite representa1 tive on the U.SAnstalled Iraqi

•: governing council. ·
{ · "T.Q.el pictures from Abu
S G~aib ~ill weaken the campaign against Saddam Hussein
,
, . and his torturers," he told U.S.
•~
~ News and World Report.
· ; Saturday's rally was not the
: firs~- time the <;itizens..of Orlan; do lodged .their complaints
•
1 against Rumsfeld. Many of the
1 : pr6testers attended a May 26
; meeting at Democratic Senator Bill Nelson's office. . :
, · The activists want Nelson
; to "use his .political clout and

.•

"* ;

power to fire Rumsfeld," these documents classified
according to DeVlieger.
under the Freedom: oflnformaHe added, ''While I'm aware tion Act." .,
that the senator can not go
Carrie Driscoll> expressed
with the whim of every group the genen4 tone ofJhe meeting
of people, [the firing of Rums- when she ;isked, "Is willful
feld] deserv'es lengthy consid- ignorance acceptable?','
eration."
Sherry Davich, a represenAt the meetinp - which tative; of Nelson's office,
DeVlieger said was "in the · replied, "Somebody needs· to
same spirit" as the rally :_ take responsibility.1'
there were also repeated calls
While she avoided.commitfor some kind of independent ting Nelson to any set plan of
investigation into the prisoner action, Davich did express
abuse, According to Oanj'e l optimism about the upcoming
Bierley of the Volusia :Democ- election, saying, "I think there's
ratic Executive Committee, a de:tjnite change occurring
there needs to be "more open- ·and I think it's going to trickle
ness and [a] declassification of down come November."
·

Not one m,e mber of the
, group that gathered Saturday·is .
Willing to wait until November
to enact change. They met in
·Order to, as Glenn Anderson
desciibes it, "Remind people
. that we are still in a war that we
should never have been in. Not
only is Rumsfeld running this
. immoral war, he's doing it
badly."
DeVlieger feels that the
.rally was a success, saying thcit
it "'looked solid" and accomplished its goal of making
· "people see that it's OK to feel
¢.is way;·that it's OK to want'
accountability in government."
'
·
·

',
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Additionally, knowledge,-,
able agents. in the offiee can
; ·this new program. '·
aQ.;vise students about their
' . · Students who need help travel plans including: where
: with their travel arrangements' to go, where to stay and for
: can choose to-t_ake advantage .how·long. The agents· also can
~ of STA Travel's services. With supply·suggestions. "You can't
over 300 offices worldwide, get answers from the Internet,'"
; STA is' the larg~st student trav- said Pickett.
' el organization.
· u·~ important to .b uy the
; · "We are a full service travel ticket from 1;lil agent, he contin1 agency but we cater.to the stt.:iued, because those tickets,
; dent population,'' said Michael uclike most Internet tLckets,
: Pickett, the branch manager of are refundable and eJtchange: Central Florida's only , STA able. "The downside to using
: Travel agency, located in UCF's the Interne~ [to purchase tick..Stu.d.e nt Union. '"traveiing is ets] is once you buy·the ticket,
· • the. best experience yve the ticket is yours. There's 'a lot
• e.ncourage travel," he said. ''We more flexibility with .our tick• want to encourage [students] ets versus the Internet's." He ·
• to come in. ·We ehjoy heipmg . · encourages paying·complet<;!ly
people ·create their perfect for the tickets as soon as possitrips."
ble after talking to an agent.
Pickett said that there are 'We don't guarantee prices at
· advantages to' using a travel all until it's paid in full because
' agency. Agep.cies have access , the airline . has ~he right to
· ·to the Sabre system, which change prices ·at any time," h~
· :offer~ low ticket prices, that
explained.
Right now, the most popular
: students can't get from the
' •I nternet. STA Travel negotiates destination is London, said
fees with airlines t6 pass along Pickett. It's also one .of the
~ s:ivings to studeJ;lts, he said. ,
'cheapest places internationally
: FROM

)J

•

-*

11

to fly. Ticket prices start at
$500 for students. Other popular places this summer · are
Amsterdam and Greece, the
latter because of the summer
Olympics which begjn in early
August. He .said that the
agency · typically focuses on
European trips during the
.summer and that STA can
print-out Eurorail passes from
the office.
He added that central Africa
is the most difficult destination · ·.
to travel through. ·
STA_ requires that students
who are traveling internationally purchase an Interi:iational
Student Identification Card
(ISIC), which proVides 32,000
discounts in 106 countries.
Also, students must pay a $10
·fee for tickets purchased
through STA Travel.. Non-students must fork over $20.
He recoinmends that students start e~ly-when looking
for Spring Break deals. The
specials begin appearing in
September and he warned,
"Last year, a lot of.them sold
out by November." ·

·

..• ·

For more information
about the prograr,n:

phone • .352-273.-6443 .
email• mph@phhp.utl.edu
www.mph.Ufl.edu

web.
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floral Garden of Wl~tczr, Park
Waterford Lakczs

1l*flOlll

. 15% Discount with UCF
Student or Faculty ID!

"A Full service Florist"

14 YEARS SERVICING, THE COMMUNITY
5689.Red Bug Lake Rd.
Winter Springs, FL 32708
Phone 407-740-0018
Fax 407-Z40-0096.
1-888-548-7484

10069 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
,Phone 407-679-5144
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-827-1097

711 N. Alafaya T~ail
Orlando, FL ,32828
Phone 407-281-7666

We serviCe to ALL parts of the
country! "Same Day Delivery''

Fa~A0?-281-8005 ' · Wire s~rvice or Deliveryl()vailable ·,
1-866-415-9554:

over phone with major Credit Card

· (wire a~d delive~ service exclud~s discount)
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Freshman becomes
first at ch~pionships
iti UCF history .

OVER THE

Season at a glance
Alook at UCF women's track
and field top performances ·
100-meter dash
Latoya Green; 12.54

. AStfLEY BURNS

March 20, FSU Relays ·

SpoFts Editor

Days until the 200405 men's basketball
season begins

Days un1il the 2004
UCF foo1ball season
_ begins

._73·.
Days until the 2004
UCF women's soccer
season begins

67

Days until the 2004
UCF men's soccer
season begins

I>)

200-meter dash
R1>monda Garvin,26.03

L

1s·s

<

esSundra Ford did something
April 17,A-Sun Championship
that no other UCF track and
field athlete has ever done.
·400-meter dash.
before.
. · \ •..
Tavia Record, 58.12
She competed . for a national ·
March 20, FSU Relays
. championship this weekend
800-meter run
But ·the calni and collected Ford .
Karen Kozub;°2:12.02
m:ikes it sound like it was' just anoth-. ·
Aprill 7, A-Sun Championship
er tournament. Maybe that's because ·
·Ford is only ·a fresrnnan , ·
..
.1500-m~ter run
"It's a big deal, but I really just
Astrid Claessens, 4:41.38 ,
wanted· to get the ·e)cperience," said
April 17,A-Sun <:ham~ionship_ ·
Ford, who competes in the high jump.
· 100-meter hurdles
Experience is something that Ford
Diana ,Chin, 14.0,0
has been collecting all season as she
May 9,JMU Invite '
, has racked up a handful of first place
· finishes and one huge school record
400-meter hurdles
"I was h9ping I would go," s~d · ,
Kylen"e Colasanti, 64.94
·Ford, who received an at-large bid to
Apr. 17, 2004; A-SunC-hampionship
the NCAA Championships after failHigh jump
·
iri.g .to qu~fy at. the R~gionals in
LesSundfa Ford, 5-111 /4*"
Gainesville. "But I didll't think it
March 27, Florida Relays
wotild be this big. I wanted to go. This
Pole vault
was definitely the high point for me
Katie fowke, 12-o· •
this season."
.
April 3, USF Invite
As much as Ford wanted to go, her
coach had a feeling au along that
Long jump
she'd get to the NCAA ChampiDi.ana Chin 19-8 1/4*"
onships sooner or later.
·
May9,JMU Invite
When asked.if she :\<new that Ford ·
Triple jump
was this gr~t an athlete, Coach MarLal"ricia Firby, 40-5 1/5*
. cia Mansur-Wentworth simply said:
May9,JMU Invite .
"Oh, yes::
. _
Ford didn't fare as well as she
Shotpul
would have liked as she finished in a
Tiffany Roebuck, 14.02m/46-0
three-way tie for 20th--place with a
April 9, 2004, UCF Throws Invite
jump of 5' 8.5''. She tied with
Discus
·Arkansas's Julie Johnspn and UCL.Ns
Tiffany
Roebuck,46.84m/153-8"
Julie Stevenson.
April 9, UCF Throws Invite
"I was a little disappointed, but,
hey, it's mY first year,'' Ford said. "I
Hammer throw
have three more to come. I knew that ·
, Tiffany Roebuck, 56.55m/18?-6"
April 9, UCf Throws Invite
Georgia Tech was going to pull m~.t a.
·6-foot-something. There were grrls
Javelin
that I knew that t could jump higher
Michelle Olandese, 34.38m/112-9
than and girls t4at I had beaten at
March 6, UCF lnv~te
other track meets."
·
• Denotes NCAA qualifying mark
,
t
• Denotes UCF record
Georgia Tech's jumper did pull off
)
Denotes UCF stadium record
a 6-foot jump as Chaunte Howard
won the high-jump championship
with a height of 6'-4",
, ..
Despite the 20th.:.place · fimsh, ·
Mansur-Wentworth realizes that her
· high-jumping freshman performed better than expected
· of anyone Ford's flge.
"I think she was actually pretty laid back,"

ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor
(}«

In dad
we~ trust
Giving it up for the guys
1

that made it possible

To some people, Father's Day is
nothing more 'than a Hallmark holi~
day.
. . .
· , To the USF football . team, it's
their official team holiday.
. But to· most of us guys,- it's. a
chance for us to celebrate the men
· that made us into men. For the
ladies, it's a chance tO celebrate
the
~·f
./:.
t.
men that protected them from m~
like me.
·
· ;,
. If it weren't for my dad, I don't
· kriow if rd have ever fallen in love
""
with baseball. I ,d on't know if I would
have ever picked up a bat and glove:
I.J'ust.don't know if I'd love sports as
nearly as much as I do t oday.
- ~: ••
. · :That's why I think Father'~ Day is .
such an important holiday. With that
in mmd, .I thought l'd gjve.a little
shout out to some of the greater and
lesser dads in sports history.
•·
One moment that will alwa-ys.
stand out iil great dad _h istory• i~ •'
when former St. Louis Cardinals
slugger Mark McGwire lifted his
, cherubic son in celebration after ·h~
broke Roger Maris' single~season
, 11-ome run record. That was .heart-:
warming.
.
.
Then there was the classically
moronic incident in 2002 when .a .
bare-chested father ; and son duo
.rushed the field during a game
between the Kansas CitY R.Oyals.and ..,
the Chicago White Sox, attackin~
Royals first base coach Tom Gafil,.,
boa. That was gut-Wrenching.
_. •
. Only months ago, Eli Manning 4
· was coddled. into otir hearts as ~
NFL-legend father took p~pe~
to a whole new level Archie Man:.. -.;
nillg told the San Diego Charge~
not to bother selecting Eli with thei('
PLEASE SEE ·fQR.0 ON A7
first overall pick, or else· the Olei
Miss standout would sit out the- oentire 2004 season. That was pants,.
wetting. , . . ·
Eighteen years ago this past Sun~ :ii.
day, Dave Olsen helped create a setl ,fl
of twins that would alter the lives of
· hundreds of chauvinistic sports,
writers forever. Olsen fatherecJ
Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen an"q:
helped spawn Full House,· the most
quintessential pop-eulture televi":
sion show of all time. That was godi · :~
like.,
·
·
· Tiger Woods' father .Earl put~
golf club in his son's hand when he:
was only a toddler. Earl's persistencq . °'1
helped create the greatest golfer o.ti
all time. But what's more importim~
about this father~~d-son team i!t) .,.
that they t~ach us that with persist
ence anyone can grow up and mak
. more money than God and'marry ~ ,
ridiculously perfect Swedish bomb-tl ·r
·shell. That was awe-inspiring.
•.
. Former Georgia basketball coacli
Jim Harrick, Sr. and his son flffi Har.l
rick; Jr. taught -us that stupidity can'~
just be an inherited trait - it has to be
geneaiogical. Jr. was Sr.'s assistan~
'coach at Georgia an<,i the tandeJ:It .,,.
Was busted providing illegal moneY.'
and gifts to a player.back in 2003. JI?
was also fired for fixing grades fop
O'Donnell said. ''I actually took the
. players. That Was head-pounding. ~ , ~
visit and I thought it was a good fit
. · Who ~an ever. forget the first
for me and I made a commitment"
time thaf former Detroit Tigers first- ,
· The Golden Knights' coaching
baseman and human truck Ceca ·
staff, which includes Coach Kirk
Fielder introduced·' us to his so~
Speraw, associate coach Tom ,
ch~ge,
Prince? While Cecil would step on a;
Schuberth as well a8 assistants
i •
scale and tears would roll down it(
Craig ·Brown and Dwight Evans,
. BRANDON HELWIG
side,. the 5'11" Prince is w~igfling in at-, ~
really· seemed to make a big . .. 280 pounds. This father and son paip.>
UCFSports.com
impression on O'Donnelt
are a diaper short of a sumo.,
. UCF's basketball. program
"I really love the coaching staff,"
wrestling title. That was spine.!'
received welcome news earlier
O'Donnell said. "Coach Speraw
crushing.
·
. this month when former NC State and his staff: I just felt really comFinally, there's my old man. He'~
point guard Mike · O'Donnell . fortable around them I think their
never .complained even once that.. ·
announced his intention to transstyle of piay fits my style of play.
I'm spending more time at UCF than
fer to UCE
It's a beautiful campus and Ij:eally
most professors. He didn't minct
O'Donnell, a native of Largo, . enjoyed it when I went up tliere. -I
1
when I put down the bat and picke<t
Fla., visited UCF over the Memorwa5 very surprised when I went
up the pen. He doesn't cringe when
ial Day Weekend and committed . up there .h9w nice of a tamp;us it
I make constant references to for
,,
shortly thereafter. The 5-foot-11was. I just had a really gOOd feel
merly underage actresses.
,..
inch, 160-pound guard was a true , when I went up there."
·
He's alwa~ supported me.
. "
freshman at NC State in 2003-04
O'Donnellsaid he wasn't necesIf it weren't for my pops, you'd al!:
and had announced his plans to
sarily looking for a school a closer
have an incredibly boring sports sec
leave Raleigh ill April. He had
to his Pinellas County home, but
tion.
·
been looking the hardest at three . being oruy a couple hours away is
He said you're welcome.
schools _:... UCF, Western Kenan added·b eneflt with UCR
tucky and Holy Cross. .
.
Ashley Bums can be reached at ·
•
"The visit tcr'UCF went great,''
PLEASE SEE TRANSF~.ON A~
sports@eunews.com _
0

Freshman pitcher
Taylor Meier added
another bright spot
to UCF baseball's
huge season as he
• was named to the
2004 Louisville
Slugger Freshman
All-America team.
Meier was 6-3 as a
starter this year and ·
ranked 46th iil the
nation with a 2.55
ERA.

BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

Freshman LesSundra Ford became the first athlete in UCF women's track and field history
to compe~e ·at the NCAA Cha I
.She finished in a three-way tie for 20th Sunday.

Former UCF pitcher
Matt Fox was named
Second Team AllAmerica yesterday
by the National
Collegiate Baseball
Writers.Association.
The award is Fox's
third postseason AllAmerica honor.

Ain't nothing going
on but the bills .. .

ATHLETE PROFILE
LesSundra Ford

"I am really proud of
LesSundra. She did a
good job:It was a
real learning •
experience for her."

Year: Freshman '
. ~eight: 5' 9"
Compet~s in: High jump
·Records: School record 5'

- UCF WOMEN'S
TRACK AND FIELD .
COACH MARCIA
MANSUR·
WENTWORTH

"I was a little
· disappointe~. but,
hey, it's my first
year."
- lESSUNDRA FORD

ON HER.20TH·PlACE
HIGH-JUMP FINISH
ATTHE NCAA ·
CHAMPIONSHIPS

11.25" at Florida Relays

.

•

0

·.· Men's hoops·inks new point guard
·

N.orth Carol!na
State point guard
Mike O'Donnell
announced that ,
he will transfer to
UCF in the fall.
O'Donnell will sit ·
outthe2oo+
2005 season and
join the
Knights for their
inaugural season
· in the Conference
· USA. ·

will

NC State transfer
pleased with .new
of scenery

..

• .I

\

.

Freshman high
jum1!4!r LesSundra
Ford set the school
record at 5' 11.25"
at the Florida
Relay$ on March 27
in Gaineflille. Ford
. entered the NCAA
Championships this
_past weekend as
the 18th-ran~ed
'•
high jumper
. nationally.

Transfer to
'

playin2005

1:·
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' ~ord delivers top 20.firlish at NCAA Championships
.i

-
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can build on. I think she has a harder · because you . don't Austin only a year ago in the
very he'althy attitude about want to let the team down." · Texas s~te championships. ·
Manstir-Wep.tworth said. "she competition and I th4ik she
Even though she didn't
Said-Ford: "I played at.state
is a really, really good com- nlight have been a little anx- . have any teammates there, it three years ago so it was basipetitor and she doesn't seem ious more than nervous.· I didn't mean Ford didn't feel cally the same. It helped me a
t0 ·l et nerves get to her: I really · think she was up to the com- that wee home feetini. Ford, a lot''
But·while her teammates
didn't wortjr about her too petjtj.on. She's a young athlete native of Fort Worth, Texas,
much. I think she had fun and and to qualify as a freshman is had plenty of family and were not 'there in persqn, they
learned a little · something fantastic."
friends there to cheer·her on. still had words of advice that
froniitiwishshewould have , The NCAA Champi''Ithinkitwa5verycaiming they delivered to Ford before
· jumped a little higher, but I onships was not, in fact just for her as opposed to being. · she left.
-don't think she's disappoint- · another touriiament for Ford. some place where she didn't
·~ [Larsen], -µie other
ed." ~
·
·
Unlike every tournament she know anybody," Mansur- high iUIT\per, would tell me to
~.i ·:Prior to the NCAA Cham- has played in this year, FQrd Wentworth said. ''Especially if just go out there and do it like
pionships,
Mansur-Went- didn't have any teammates in yqu go to a major .m eet by I .did in practice," Ford said.
·warth offered her star stu- . Austin, Texas 't o cheer her on. yourself and you don't have "She told me don't get nerv"I think it illi¥<es a big dif- your teammates there tc> keep otis and don't think too
dent-athlete some advice.
"I said you're a freshman, ference because when the you in ch~k artd laid back"
much."
it's great that you're here,'' team is there," Ford said. "You .
Even without ·the family
With the season offici~y
Mansur-Wentworth sfild. "Go get that nice home feeling and · and friends in attendance, wrapped, ForCI will have plenout and have. fun. ·This is everyone is cheering you .on. Ford still would have felt com- ty of time to prepare for next
something positive thCl-t we- It's a team effort and you try fortable as she'd competed in season. Getting back to the
!. ·!'

NCAA Championships is certainly one of her goals, but she
' krlows that in order to win
. there, she has one major goal
left to accomplish.
"I really want the 6-foot
· jump," Ford said. "I'm going to
. try to get it no matter what,
· this year or the next year." · ,
·. Mansur-Wentworth
expected this kind of season
from Ford from the t>eginnirtg,
and she knows that it's only a ·
matter of time before she
~akes it to the next level
"She's a freshman,.which is
great and next ~ime ~he's
there; she'll be an impact ath· lete,"
Mansur-Wentworth ·
sai4 "I think she's inspired by
this and it will make her a bet- ··
ter athlete." '

A6

"I didil't want to make my decision on :
which school was closest to home because
I felt I ruid to pick the right school for me
no matter where it was," O'Donnell said. ·
"But just being close to home is obviously
'icillg on the cake.''
Mike's visit was actually an unofficial
trip. He diC:ln't have a player host or stay.
~wernight.
·
"I just went up for q day and they gave
me a tour ofthe.campus and the basic kind
of introduction," he said.
· . O'Donnell w:i1lhave to sit out' this next
season to 'satisfy NCAA transfer rules, and
he'll be eligible to play in 2005-06, UCF's
first year in Conference USA, as a redshirt
sophomore. That's good timing because
UCF's sta'rting point guard, Gary Johnson,
.will graduate after next sea5on.
UCF's footl:>all team ·has a Largo High
School alumnus '..__ starting offensive.
guard Dan Veenstra; whu·ajso happened
to play for the Largo basketball team as
well
"He's a r~ good buddy of mine ac.ttµtlly:• O'Donnell said. .
· ·
O'Donnell played in 30 of NC Stqte's 31
games in 2003-04 and started in seven of
the Wolfpack's first eight games. He averaged ll.3 minutes per contest, 2.4 points a
game and n assists. "
,
In his senior · year of 'high school,
O'Donnell averaged 21.2 points, 5.4 assists,
4.9 steals and three rebounds and was the
Soocoast Player of the Year. He heavily
considered the University of Florida
before signing with NC State in the late
period last year.
·
"I'm happy to 1;\e a Golden Knight,"
·O'Donnell said. ''We!re going to hit Conference USA hard and we're going to really get after it. I'm really excited."
- O'Donnell joins another Division ·I
transfer and two j~or college players in
UCF's 2004 recruiting class. The Knights
signed two junior college,post players this
spring, . Marcus Johnson and Anthony
Wtlliams, as well 'as Dave Noel, a combo
guard from UNC-Wilmington, who hii.s
also announced .his plans to.transfer to
UCF. Like O'Donnell, Noel will have to sit
out this upcoming season because of
NCAA transfer rules.
UCF, the defending Atlantic Sun champions, will open the 2004-05 season Nov.18
at the Top of the World Classic in Alaska
against host Alaska-Fairbanks.

'CHECK OUT THE"DETAILS!
Individual Leases·
Cable.with 8 HBOs, MTV & ESPN
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Concerned? Run
for SGA Senate

lmost everybody who
All those members of student
government joined under the
pays attention to UCF
student politics - up to
premise of being involved with
and including those who actu-, the university and making a
difference in the lives of the
ally participate in the Student
students at UCF. ,
Government Associatfon SGA, however, suffers from
have complaints about how it
works.
·
·the same problems as other
levels of government throughA variety of valid arguments can be heard, including:
out the country. Members lose
the SGA d0esn't ·accurately ·
interest, become preoccupied
represent the student body, the with the politics of it ~ or
SGA wastes students' money
become media whore& with
and the SGA is biased against
more interest in being in the
' some individuals and organiza- spotlight than serving their
tions. One of the biggest com- · constituents. Additionally,
some of those excellent memplaints is the lack of professionalism amongst spme of the bers of SGA turn over - they
members of SGA Petty fights
graduate or move on to differbreak out freqq.ently between
ent branches.
certain student leaders, while
SGA is in constant need of
energetic, smart, responsible
others would rather spend
their time chatting on AOL .
students to represent the stuInstant Messenger during
dent body in financial and polimeetings or gossiping with
cy decisions. One of the easiest
ways to get involved in SGA is
fP.ends outside of the meeting
room thai1 paying attention to
the Senate.
the legislation that comes
The SGA Senate currently
before them. Visitors to any
has 12 open seats. Applying
now to fill one of those short,
meeting of the SGA Senate .
can watch the student senators unexpired terms allows a sturaise their hands in favor of
dent to get a taste of student
legislation while walking into
politics without having to commit to the full 12-month term
the room and mouthing to
friends "What are we voting
or go through the added burden of campaigning for office.
on?''
Of course, there is a healthy
Indeed, most senators win
that title by campaigning for ·
. amount of excellent senators,
justices, cabinet members and
election during September.
leaders in SGA That's a main
The victors then attend a
retreat and cpmmit to partici.,.
reason why the SGA was
pate in the Senate's·weekly
named ''Best SGA in Florida"
meetings. They also join a Sen. by Florida Leader magazine.

~1

ate committee of their choice,
rangmg from the Financial
Allocations for Organizations
Committee to the Service and
Public Relations Committee.
Throughout the year, when
senators are removed or
resign, they are replaced py the
SGA president, whose nominees must be confirmed by the
Senate. Students can apply all
year to become a replacement
senator just by filling out a
form in the SGA office on the
second floor of the Student
Union.
Those who complain about
how the school is run or how
students aren't represented in
important decisions should
apply to be stu,dent senators.
Instead of contributing to
the problem, coµcemed students should be.part of the
solution; the solution, in this
case, is be€oming informed on
b,ow SGA_works and finding
out how to best contribute tO
its success.
· Those who join SGA, however, have a responsibility to
have a working understanding
of the job of a senator, the
basics of Robert's Rules of
Order, and a clear plan on how
best tO allocate funds to students and clubs. To those who
are interested in domg more
than just partying and studying
a~ college: join the senate, ·
embrace the rewarding respon- '
sibility and be one of those .
who make a difference at UCF.

READERVIEWS
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True sports fans

to.watch just about anything,
and Hollywood knows it. How
else can we explain The Swan,
on which so-called ugly ducklings are given thousands of .
dollars in therapy and pla5tic
surgery and then judged
against other newly-made
swans to determine a winner?
Still, while we can no
longer hope that prime-time
television will exercise any
control over its creations,
ca&t we.at least trust them to
be responsible with legitimate
national iss\J_es? Npt likely.
While our nation mourned
the passing of a popular president last week, teleVision
crews hounded every bit of
his final passage. This wasn't_.
only sad for.his wife, his chil- ·
dren and all other members of
his family; it wa5 a loss to the
country as a whole.
America deserved a chance
to say one last goodbye, but
did we need to ride shotgun
with his family throughot).t 'the
week? How many different
ceremonies were there to be
seen? .Never mind the cere·monies; did America jeally
need to dog the Reagans' .
every step during what one
can only imagine was a. tough
week already?
It was like the ultimate
reality show. "Here we are as
the Reagans are exiting the .
airpl:,me. Here we are as Mrs. Reagan sheds a tear for the
loss of her husband. Here we

I

American Idol.

I

I

,
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__:..GLENN SCHNECK

Vilify the vilfuins - even ~we are them'

Letter writer Chris Buckley claims that
I am certain that it comes as sh9ck to many
actions
of our troops "pales in comparison to •
members of the student body that a sizeable
the
acts
of the terrorists and the death camps
portion of the Arboretum met an untimely end
of Saddam Hussein" [Reader Views, June 9].
["10 acres go up in flames,'' June 9]. I, at first,
was taken aback simply because I have lived in The point is, we are not Saddam Hussein. We
vilify people who act like them, and sh,o uld
the UCF area for four years but really did not
rightfully provide the same criticism of anyone
pay much attention to.the Arboretum. But its
- especially our own troops, who engage in
loss has affected me in one particular way: I
this
un-American behavior.
.
.
feel that it is a symbol of the development of
Then
Buckley
goes
on
to
parade
the
Nick
·
the university; that we have reached a point
Berg decapitation to demonstrate ~hat people
where we can see that said loss really doesn't
he calls terrorists did to Berg. In fact, Berg'•s
matter much.
·
father wrote an editorial that was hardly pubLet's face facts. It is 9f no consequence that
10 acres of the Arboretum sizzled when consid- lished here in America. The Guardian in the
United Kingdom published the words of Nick
ering the amount of land the Arboretum
Berg's
father. I encourage everyone who has
wastes on our campus. I am of the opinion that
heard
the
Nick Berg story to read it, available
the portion of the Arboretum that was charred
on
the
Web
site.
•
.
was an act of none other than God, himself. ·
While Buckley feels we are at war with Iraq;
I humbly request that the adniinistration
I disagree. Iraq never attacked my co~try, they
. seriously consider, or else the student body
never
armed the terrorists (as my own \:Ountry
petitioq, to<:omplete the holy work of God and
did),
they
never sold weapons of mass destrucsee to it that the ,rest of the Arboretum meets a
tion
(as
my
own co~try did), they never asked
·similar fate. After which, we may ali dine on
for
our
help,
and obviously don't want us there.
gopher-tortoise soup. Can you say stadium?
This war is based in lies, deception and tax-ALEX HAMRICK payer-subsidized security for oil companies .
1•
and other corporations to go to Iraq and milk
.
Future
irt
R~an their oil resources for that it is worth.
I recommend Buckley go to see Fahrenheit
As I walked onto campus for my Wednes9/11 on June 25..It is-high time Americans -.
day class I knew it was time for the new edilearned the truth about the Bush ·family arid
~ion of the Future. As I went to pick up what I
their cronies.
.
thought would be my commemorative copy· .
For the record, I am not a Democrat..
celebrating the life·of the greatest president of
the lifetimes of.a great maj9r:ity of the students
- ANTHONY LORENZO

erred

•· .
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Arboretum bums to writer's delight

are, here we are, here we are."
Did couch potatoes across
· the nation really need to press
their collective noses up to the
Reagans' window? Well, what
America needs isn't really ·
- important. her~ as what we really needed was one more
thing to gather around t4e
water cooler about. ·
Truly, it's-disgusting. Why
couldn't we ~ve the Reagans
the privacy tliat President
Reagan surro~ded himself in .
dutjng the last decade? Why ·
couldn't we mourn and pay
our respects in a way that was
different from the way we cry
about who g~ts cut from
Have we truly come to a
place where we can contribute to making a man's ·
death less about the grief of
.his family and1more about .
some lewd entertainnient for ·
·the masses at large?
What should have happened was one last farewell to
a man who' contributed much
of his life to making people
safe and life better across the
world..Then America should
have tespected the privacy of
a family suffering the loss of a
loved one.
We should have circled the
wagons and helped them preserve their final goodbye.
Instead we got a reality show.
The only thing missing was a
host - oh, and America's dignity.

r

I figured it would at least be on the fro t
page but I was surprised it took me all th way
1
to the editorial page to find even a mentio~ in a
cartoon and an article about how stem ce · s
can save.
·
·
Now, I have come to expect very little fiom
this blatantly liberal paper, but I expected, at
the very least, a timeline of this great man's life.
If it weren't for this min we would still be
'\
fighting the Cold War.
I had already sworn offthe Future once a .
long time ago and after Afrogate of spring
now this, I don't know why I bother p ickin it
up.
/ . .
The.fact that most of the students w o go
here would .n ot be old enough to re
remember how great Reagan was (myself· eluded, I ,
was born six months after he wa rnaugurated),
I would expect the paper that spoke to the students to take this chance anf.1/give a little history about the man who savea the economy from
then record-price gas and inflation..

· - PAID MACDOWELL

What's so real
about
reality
TV?
.E

f

at campus, I was surprised to see that it w/!sn't
~=s~ead story. Rather, a fire at t_h e Arboret~

Tharlk you Ashley Bums. Thank you for
supporting UCF athletics when they hit a
bump in the road ["Back on the wagon," June
2]. Thank you for seeing the big picture and
, not the last game. Thank you for being a real
fan.
.
I am getting.tired of hearing UCF students
and the media bash UCF for what it's not.
Those a,re our athletes out there playing their
hearts·out and still getting c;:riticized.
A little enco:uragement would be appreciated every once in a while. We are a dreamer
school and get frustrated that we are not
"there" yet. True dreamers are patient. -Does
anyone remember FSU before 1992 when they
were nobodies in a nobody conference?
I guarant~e you .that their kind of success
will happen here also and the ride getting there
will be awesome, for the real fan. Our athletes I
have th,e potential and they need support..
Sports can be great from the sweetness of victory, the agony of defeat, the underdog coming
of age, and the frowns on the FSU and UF fans'
faces when.we beat them.

OUR STANCE

ver wonder what type of
reality show is next?
We fell µi love with
everyday people forced to live
in.an uncharted wilderness,
culminating in a $1 million
jackpot - in some ways, an
adventure.
Then, we fell victim to
American Idol - a show that
has blessed us with tons of
one-hit wonders. Of course,
that won't stop the next Idol
Holiday CD from sliding into
stores come Christmas.
And who 'can forget Joe
Millionaire and The Bachelor,
where people lose their senses
and commit to lifetime relationships with people they
don't even know or - worse
yet - have been fooled into
liking.
Face it: reality programming ...:... however tasteless or
ridiculous ....- hooks millions
of couch potatoes across the ,
globe. If you cannot go out
and live your life yourself•.
· what could be better than
wearing out your couch and
living life through some ()ther
poor schmoe just like you?
.As much as this me;ntality · .
signifies the downfall of intellectual society as we have
come to stomach it, things are
·starting to change. The problem is that things seem to be
getting worse.
.
No longer do we tune iri to
see people soar and succeed;
we are now perfectly willing

1}
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The Future encourages comments from readers. letters to theeditor should not exceed 300 words and must include
· full name and phonenumber. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit themonline at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions?Call 407-447-4555.
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"Ifollow it enough to know there
is going to be1n electionsoon."

NATASHA WITTED
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a Bush!"
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1n1ng;member8hip to enjovthe -•.,. !Jffers an unlimited nurnberotmeals perWeeK. This membership Is
pus reSiauraot's dynamic
greatforstudents who eat pri!Jlarily at the Matketplace or for students
·
clud~s specialties
.
pmfersevera,J small meals instead of1hree large meats each day:

woo

such as iolisserie mea1S, Asiao $1i
grilled P
sanmMclles and
• morel Daily itemsinduae traditi?nal h_
omestyle meal~ fraSh:cooked
.. pasti:ls,JI New York.style sandwich shop~ lfhe;11ihy sali).d bar and~
1
serts. RFoC at1he Marketplace is convepienlfYlocamo and open daily.*

.

;Resident 23 Membership+ $100 RexButks -$1',465.10/semes11ir..' ~

"",Offers any23 meals perweek atthe Marketplace. This membe~liip Is
•the ~!Whelming studentcheice because cl its exttenre,savings and
flexibility. fts high breali even point means nine visitS can be missed

.

.

.

School) or conve~1ence store IKmgfltstop, RF}( Real Fci.od !;xpra~I. .f

·

.

.

'for a summer OT fall
• •
·
•
~10100 membership, today!

~ Sign up

before reaching the retail price.

RttSident
.
'Dining Membership$, .

. " , • Resident15Membe~hip+$100RexBucks-$1,427.25/semester+
Offers any 15 meals perweekatthe Marketplace. This membership
prOvides moderate eaters a healthy; sit~dcwnmaat at leasttwice a day.

Although any Sbldentfnay purc,hase e residential dining imimbership,
they are specificallydesign~dforihose living on ~ampus.

Upgrade to the Resident 23 Membership for only
$37.85 mare!
·
·

SUMMER '04 lb SummerSemesterSes&loi1B;&'21·7~J
Reliderit 19 Membership-wm
•

.

l(nigb.1$ Unlimited$1 ~.91/$emest8r*

Offers any 19 meals per week at the Markeij,lace!Ind isthe mostpopular
because of ifs extreme savings. A high break even pointIT$ans six visits
can·be missed Cetore reacHingfbe retell price per meal.
I ;<

.f

Resident 12 Membership+ $1~ RaxBucks ~ $1,rol.27/sem~ste,..
Offers any 12.meals per week at the Mar:ketplace.This membership
yvorks wen fur those who prefer to e11ta couple of large meal:; ~r day
ratherltian snacking throughout the day.
'
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For more information or to sign up:
,1 .. Stop by the UCF Dining Services·
Office, located in the Marketplace;
2: Visit www.UCFDining.cgm;
3 •.Or call 407-823-2651.
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.Easy Financing
Low ,Rates .
Huge Selection

,/

407 .882.0·260
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407-382-9960,

STUDENTS

Must Show l.D .

. UNIVERSITY OP CENTRAL F LORIDA
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CLASSIFICATIONS
400 Services
450 Retail
soo EVents: Campus
525 Events: Greek l.ffi!
sso Events: Off<ampus
600 Trawl
700 WorShip
800 Miscellane0us
900 Wanted
999 Lost &found

He!P Wanted:Generai
Help Wanted: SaleslMalt<eting
HelpWanted:Part·Time
HelpWanted:FulHime

100
125
150
175
200

For Rent: Homes
225 For Rent, Apartments

250 Jloommates
. 275 SubleaSe
300 For Sale: G,eneral
325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: Homes

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
Swim Instructors wanted to teach
summer swim classes FIT, PIT.
$10.00-$12.00/hr +bonuses. Come work
for Sharks and Minnows and cha·nge the
quality of a child's life. Call 407-699-1992.
www.sharksandminnows.net
'

-

MYSTERY-SHOPPERS NEEDEDI . .
Perfect for students. Flex.ible; work from
home or school. FT/PT make
your own hours. (800) 830-8066
Need Pre-K & Assist.
Teacher with experience,
UCF area. 407-340-4221 .
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By:Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: ,classifieds@UCFriews.com.
In Pe~son: University Court, Su~te 11~ ·

SUMMER SCHEDULE:
5 p.ni. \Vlon. for Wed. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
· 3361 Rouse Road., #200
Orlando, FL 32817

Two Men and a "(ruck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance: have
clean driv.ing record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips & bonuses. ~07-816·0915 .
We are locate.d west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy.Rd, between ·
Conway and Orange Ave • .'
RIPLEY ENTERTAINMENT, Inc.
, is looking for PIT fact-finder/researcher
to assist in seeking out th'e most
unbelievable people, places & things for
inclu~ion in the Ripley's Believe It or Not!
·daily cartoon. Must be resourceful,
innovative, excellent comput~;. Internet
research, verbal & written skills. Flex.
sched. $8-$10.hr. To apply e-mail your
letter of interest & resume to V. Giller at
giller@ripleys.com.
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Student well versed in computers '.
and website design and maintenance.
3-5 hours per week.
E-mail: rafaelgonzalez@.ragoca.com
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Care Giver for 14 year old. Needs
transportation from school to, home.
Winter Park area. $8/hr.
Approx. 4hrs/day. Mon - Fri.
Call evenings 407-644·0491 .
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TCBY Treats looking for PT/FT Help.
. Day and evening shifts.
1945 Aloma Ave. Winter Park.
Call 407:671-2888.
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After school child care. Monday-Friday in
our Oviedo home until 6
p.m. Expectations are basic care, HW
assistance, and a limited trans. to local
practices'for 3 children. K, 1st & 4th
graders. Salary offered is $1 O/hou r.
Respond to Patrick or Annmarie at
407·366-9396 or 407·557·5?13.
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We·ekly newspaper serving
Ovi.edo &Winter Springs.
Looking for candidates with excellent
communication skills, a strong work
ethic and computer proficiency.
20-2S hours per week.
· Hourly base + comm.

CW') ·
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Established Publishing Co.
seeking advertising reps.

~ {/) 00 ·
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ADVERTISING SALES
OVIEDO/WINTER SPRINGS AREA

Fax resume to:407~447"4556
ore-mail to:
inlanaris@UCFnews.com
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HEI.PWANl'ED

4weeks:
12 weeks:
Bolding:

PAYMENT METHODS
Casli, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

Marketing Coordinator for Luxury apt.
comm. in .Maitland. No apt. exp. needed.
We welcome recent grads!!! EOE/DFWP.
Grand Reserve at Maitland Park.
Fax resume to 407-660-2360 . .

Attractive, thin females who smoke daily
or weekly needed for confidential phone
interview. Selected callers earn $40.
Leave name and number, your call will
be returned AS,A.P. 661-255-3940.

Administrative front desk assistant
needed in LBV apartment complex.
.Good benefits & 40 1K. Must tie n/s,
bright, _good w/ people. Educ. a plus. Fax
resume w/ pay request to 407-658~6103 .
Valet parking attendants needed f9r the .
· Orlando/Winter Park .area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
' openings available. 407-9~1-9131.
PIT childcare for 4 ~ 2 Y.R old in·
Altamonte Springs. Light housework. Exp
& references reqd. Email letter of
interest, summer & 11111 hrs. cit avail. &
resume to ronadesign@cll.rr.com.

SHORTS AND SNEAKERS!
Fun place to work! If you're not making
$400 to $600 (to start) a week and would
like to, Call 407-679-1001.
·
Art sales. Will train.
PIT Acct./Mngmt student needed for FIT
position. Looking for a detailed oriented,
dynamic, professional team player to
prepare weekly payroll for 9oi
employees & assist in the overall HR
function incl. employee benefits & group
insurance admin. Strong Microsoft Excel
skills req. Great Plains accounting
· software exp. a+ but -not req. Will report
; directly to_the Controller & assist with ·
general aecounting reports, accounts
payable data entry, reconciliations,
ADHOC reporting, special projects &
general areas of accounting as needed.
Must possess exc. h uman relations,
written & oral communications, org. and
prioritization of skills. Benefits incl. pai9
vacation, holidays, health insurance,
401 (k). Send resume to
dennis@consolidatedlabel.com. ·

$15/wk
$14/wk
$13/Wk

1 week:

. . $1/wk

$1/wk

large Headline:

~ .

.filJ.iIDM

$6/wk
$5/Wk
$4/wk

$i0/wk
.$9/wk
$8/wk

$1/wk . $1/wk
$!f"'k ' $1/wk

Charges listed above include an'ad of up to five lines, 35 ·
. chai:acters per line. $J.01k for each additional line,
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,Univ. Blvd. & Rcm!)e behind Chick-Fil-A

SUMMER AD RATES

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com
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OFFICE TELEPHON E HOURS

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes"
and apts. for rent. $550 to $1295.
, Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our.
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

Master Bedroom
or standard bedroom. Affordable
rent includes all in spacious HOME
with pool. 5 mins from UCF. Security
$100. Call 407-298=1556 ask for ,
Jose between 9-6 p.m.
2/2 townhome in Sussex Place.. 2 mi.
from UCF. New appliances and carpet.
W/D hookups. Community pool.
Landscaping incl. $695/mo plus security.
Call 407-833-8199 or 407-381-5105,
Room for rent in 3 bedroom house. Waterford Lakes area. Must like cats.
No parties. $550 util. incl.
. Call-407-282-7560.

~FOR RENT:
~ Apartments
1 Mo. FREE RENT No sec. dep'.'F
to take lease starting Aug. '04.
$526/mo. at Jefferson Lofts, Fully furn.,
W/D, free tanning, Internet, 8 HBO
~- channels, & pool and spa. Call
321-720·7665.

Hunter's Reserve 2/2
W/D, vaulted ceilings, pool, tennis courts.
$800/mo. 1/4 'nii. from ,UCF.
Available Immediately!
· Call 407-275~4203.
www.collegerentals.con:i
UCF's b_est apartment search
for college students!
Roommate wanted for a 4/2 home. Close
to UCF off McCulloch. Home fully furn.
except bedroom $470/mo. incls. ut ilities,
W/D, Cable, Roadrunner. 407-281-0849 , ,
or 561:312-941 1.
CONDO - Hunters Reserve, upstairs
corner unit. 2 bed/2 bath: $850/mth. • r
Washing machine and vaulted ceilings ilJ .
unit. Largest'floor plan. No pets.
Available i_n July. Call 407-230-2219
Summer Savings!
Private 1st fl. BD/BA '& walk-in closet. ;
$100/mo. off if move-in before June 151
Optional renewal for Fall Ill Spring. Gr~t
F roommates. V)llage at Alafaya Club.
$460/mo. all incl. Starting· ASAP!
. Call 727-692-1-714.

i> ·

need~d

FREE RENT
, 1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We. Take Co-Signers!

LOOK
2 rooms avail. in a large house close '
to UCF. Incl. in ground pool, Vf/D,
full kitchen. $350/mnth. + split utll. , "
.
C;lll 407-641-4205.
•,

Room avail in 4/2 house close
to UCF. Large backyard, hoftub,
W/D, lawn care. Phone, digital cable,' "'
high-speed wireless internet &
storage incl. $400/mo. + 1/4 util.
•Call for info. 321-230-0658.
M/F wante,d for f urnished BDRM in •
new 3 bdrm home on lake,' gated ·· ' •
comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo "
incl. util, n/s, J'.IO pets, sec sys, pool
& tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or
239-461-5101 or 239~633-9400.

Full time receptionist for real estate office '
on University Blvd. near UCF. Must have
FL real estate license. E-mail resumes to
charlotte. williams@era.com.
Admin istrative. front desk assistant
needed in LBV apartment complex.
Good benefits & 401K. Must be n/s,
bright, good w/ people. Educ. a plus. Fax
resume w/ pay request to 407-658-6103.

()

Clean and Responsible
~
House in Waterford Lakes. $500/mo. All v•.
util. incl. Fast access 'DSL. Call Lindsay
at 954-701-3806.
,::
Room for rent in a 4/3 quiet : • :
neighborhood.· 5 min. form UCF. Pool, ~
. DSL, cable, util. incl. $400/mo.
Call 407-971-1573.

Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com
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IGH SPEED 24-h~ur Internet in all bedrooms ·

~
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&J 1GITAL TV Programming wtth 6.0+ channels
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DJNLIMITED local phone service (4 privatelines)
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LL UTILITIES INCLUDED: Electricity, alarm,
water, sewage, tr~sh & pest control, gated access

UCF Shanie servic.eAvailable·
"After checking the other
apartments, I gratefully !
discovered Rlverwfnd. ff one
Is loolclng for comfort (size)
and a secure, friendly college
atm011phere, this Is the best
living situation."

"Commun/ty1features are
excellent, and there are
e~u"lcular activities
going on all the time."

"I've lived In Rlverwlnd for ..

two years and it has by far
been m}'. best living ·
experlel1Cfl."
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Reserve Your Suite Today!
,(ja/J

407-359-2815

e-d inforatl@riverwindapts.net
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F grad student seeking a NS,
responsible F to move-In with or to find a
212 apt./house with. Will need a place by
Aug. 04. Preferably no pets.
Please call 407-375-3089.

2 roommates wanted for 4/3 house with
pool. 3000 sq. ft. beautiful property. $379
plus util. Fully furnished with wireless
cable. UCF students call 407-282-4246.
Ask for Ian. Move-in b/w June and Aug.

Room for Rent. $400/mo. util. incl.
including basic cable. Sec. Dep. w/ cable
Internet access. Behind UCF. 1o min.
drive. Plenty of.parking. 1/4 acre of land.
Call Steve at 407-267-4!;182.

Female student roommate needed for
brand new 3 bed 2 1/2 bath villa @
Waterford Lakes. $425/mo + util. Move in
Aug '04. NS & clean a MUSTI
.
Call Lisa @ 954,648-1600

Avalon Park: 2 rooms avail. in 3/2 town
home. Fully furn. living area. $450/mo for
downstairs, $509/mo for upstairs+ 1/3
util. Cable incl, adj comm. pool, flex
leases, no pets. Please call 407-489-8127

Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in new
4 be9room house, new neigh. Lg. rooms,
back yard faces preseive. House furn .,
bedrooms not. Sec. sys., high-speed
wireless Internet, cable t.v., ??CH
$525/mo. all util. incl. 954-349·1.580.

F looking for nice, clean roommate to
share 2/2 condo in Ventura Country
Club. Guard gated, fully furn. bdrm,. util.
inql. $450/mo. Curry Ford & G'oldenrod.
,9a11 407-384-6244 for more info

·•

11.

2 rooms available for females to share
with females in 4/2 home near UCF.
Fully furnished. N/S, no pets please.
••
$325/mo. plus utilities.
Call 407·319-3751.
2 Rooms for Rent, $450 Each
4/2 2-yr old house, 4 miles from UCF
seeking clean, quiet, Non-smokers
Include Utils, W/D, broadband, phone
Avail 6/1/04; call 407-207-8548.
Female roommate needed ASAP for
2bed/2 bath apVhome on Dea·n and
-C0lonial. PIT student only. Christian
preferred. Only $310/mnth. plus 1/2 util.
Call 321-274-5096.
Room for rent in 3/2 Home in quiet
Oviedo neighborhood. 7 min. from UCF,
W/D, local phone, cable, 2 car gar.
$375/mo plus shared util. Call Kent at
- . 407-497-8213.
ROOMMATE
212 bath, semi-furnished, $425/mo plus
1/2 utilities in River Park Apt. Pool, gym,
•tennis, racquetball and morel Call
Morgan at 407-380-3905 or
mntbkrguy@yahoo.com
F UCF student seeking resp. , neat, NS,
F.:!oommate. No pets. $475/mo incl.
furnished house in a very nic;e
s~bdivision. 6 mi. from UCF and 2 mi.
from Waterford Lakes. Util., cable,
Internet access, and local phone seivice.
Also incl. pool and tennis court access.
Call Nicole at 407-616-2221

It> F roommate wanted. 4/bd house. Alafaya

Woods. $460/mo. util. incl., etliemet,
VYID, cable & phone. No Pets. Avail.
Aug . Furn. if needed. Call 407-828-2664
day.time or 407- 298-1263 after 6 p.m.

'

2 clean, quiet and NS rOOIT)mates
·wanted. 3/2 home in UCF/Suncrest
area. Unfurn. bds. $500/mo. Incl.
utll., W/D, cable, phone, and scrnd
porch. HS Internet separate. Avail.
NOWlll Email: kleinst_42@yahoo.com
with name and number.
3 F NS roommates needed in gorgeous
4/2 home. 2 .5 mi. from UCF. $500/mo.
all-inclusive + pool at club house, scrnd
porch, 2 car gar., furn. except bedrooms.
Avail. 08/04. Please call Elena at
561-718-8789 or saphire0924@msn.com.
0

f

UCF area· 10 mins. away. Female only.
$450 I mo. incl. every1hing. Pref. N/S.
.
Call 407-243-2630.

.

j .
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Lo.oJcing into Law School?

FREE
•
7

LSAT EXAM

Saturday, June 19

No Place Like Home
2 great rooms avail. Aug., near UCF,
pool, clubhouse, tennis courts, lake.
$500/mo., yearly lease.
Call Sherry I Tc;>dd @ 954-753-2247.

10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

MOVE IN MAY 15th
2 roommates needed to share 3/2 house.
$500/mo incl all util & internet, 1O mins
from UCF, 10 secs from Valencia. fenced
in yard, & pool. 407-737-6700

1 ·8·00~881-·LS-AT

1 beproom/1 bath in a 212 @Jefferson
Commons. M or F $575 a nionth all
utilities included. W/D, 3 HBOs, & private
shuttle to UCF. Very Clean! Avail. ASAP.
Call Keon @954-243-9051.

2/2 available In Heather Glen. M/F. Avail.
end of June. $415/mo. + util. Quiet area.
Apt. w/ fireplace. Pets allowed. 2 ml.
from UCF. 6 mos. lease. Avail for
renewal. Call Alisha at 407-399-6984.
1 bedroom In 4/4 at Jefferson Commons.
Female only. NS. $485/mo. all util. incl.
W/D, 3 HBO's, and private bath. Free
shuttle to UCF. Avail. ASAP. Call
Courtney at 407-435-9632.

FIRST TWO MONTH'S RENT FREElll
·F only. 4/2 loft-style apartment, fully
furnished. Pool view. Jefferson Lofts.
$516/mo all util incl. Avail. Aug. 2004
until Aug. 2005. Casey 727-542-881.6. ·
1bd/1 ba in 4/4 at Jefferson Commons.
Old Renewal rate only $485/mo. I All util.
incl., 3rd floor, tennis ct. view. Free
shuttle to UCF. Beautiful pool. Call
Anthony at 954-461-6939. ·

Honda Civic 1989
4-door white sedan. Very good condition.
Great gas mileage. New brakes/tires.
$1,500 OBO. Call407· 359-9297 or
407-716-8314
2002 Lexus IS 300 Silver
23k miles. Fully loaded. Navigation
System. Automatic with sport shift.
Excellent condition. $25k OBO.
Call 407-973-6865.

Landing. $490 and $500 a mo. Incl.
all utll. No move-In fee. Avail. ASAP.
Contact Jamie at 407-376-4835.

300
MOVING OUT
Excellent condition. Full size
Kenmore Washer "nd Dryer. Three
years old. $200/0BO for the set.
Call 407-341-0747.

Female roommate wanted for 4/2 at
Jefferson Commons. $450 per month all
amenities included. Avail ASAP.
Call Dana 561-312-1 498
& leave message.
F needed for master bdrm/ private bath
$370/mo. + 1/2 util. W/D, full kitchen,
lawn service, no pets. Lease ends July
2004. Renewals.avail. Move in ASAPI
Call Lisa @ 407-923-8880.

NEED A LAWYER?
CALL A·A·A Attorney Referral Seivice
24/Hrs 7/ Day.s._'for Criminal Defense, DUI ,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/ Prdbate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800·733-5342.

View all cl~ssi1ieds onllne anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

A HOUSE FOR NEXT FALL?
We can help free of chargel Contact the
UCF Real Estate Advising Group at
UCFRealEstate@yahoo.com .
3/2 POOL HOME. Minutes from UCF.
All ceramic tile & wood floors.
No homeowner's association.
Immaculate condition. Asking $168,500.
Call for appointment 407-384-6641.

1996 Honda Civic EX $3000
2 Door, Moonroof, Spoiler
Power Windows/Doors. A/C
110k Miles. Runs Great.
Call Matt 407-927-6479.

Daniel's Tutoring Seivice.
Tutors available in ALL math classes
K-1 2, college level, entrance exams.
407-427-0067.

2002 Nissan Sentra
Auto, Gold, 36K miles
Excellent Condition. $8,500/0BO
Call 407-657-7132 or email
nightbae@hanmail.net

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many·other classes available.
$20 per session or a fuli'term rate.
Call Harel (407) 362-2726.

Place your ad In minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classlfleds@UCFnews.com

Editing, writing of resumes, manuscripts,
press releases, etc. by published author
and teacher. Call 321-259-3009.

to always have money
Never spend any.
Donate plasma ..
Earn S180I month donating
your life-savi.ng plasma.

190~

. IS H EAVEN FOR REAL????
www.isheaven4real.com
24 lesson bible prophecy course.
Jesus is coming soon! Be ready.
www.bibleuniverse.com

You'll notice the difference in your lawn.
Not in your·wallet.

2 separate leases In 414 at Pegasus

Furnished room avail. 313 apartment
at Pegasus Landing. $485/mo. 1 year
lease. M/F. All utllltles Included.
Great roommates. NO MOVE-IN FEES.
Available ASAP. Call 727-534-3052.

DCI Biologicals Orlando •

~

www.B.lackstone-LSAT.com ~

2 rooms avail in 3/2 home 8 mins. from
UCF. Clean, Quiet female roommates
wanted. Rent. incl. ALL util. + ethernet.
$425 a month. Furn. avail. if needed.
Avail. ASAP. Call 407-277-0259.

Best Price in Town!ll

II

II
JI

UCF Stutlen·t ,Union, Cape·Florida·Ballroom

UCF AREA - 2709 Bolton Bend
2 roommates. 3/212 home, fenced yard,
W/D. Pets possible. $400/mo.
Call 269-930-8680.

Room avail. with private bath In
Pegasus Landing; 3rd floor.
Furnished with all utilities Included.
Savings over $100 a month.
$399/mo. Call 305-343·1129.

"

I

Alafaya.Trail, Suite 500 • 321-235-9100
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There is no·reason.to·took any further••• we have the
biggest bedrooms ·an('.:I biggest closets!
•
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• C:onlput~r Center

·
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• Large Wal'k-i'n Closets
~
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•

24-h6ur Community Assistant Staff .. .·

.· • SwimmiJig Pool with Sun Deck
• Gated ·c omm.unity .

.

·Private Bedrooms .and Bath.rooms ..

.·

• State-of-the-Art 'Fitness Cen·t~er
• Basketball & Sand Volleyball Courts

,

. Mainte.nance
I ~,
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